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In consideration of the call for submission to the enquiry we refer in particular to the following terms of
reference.
5.

The use of other material besides wood for electrical transmission and distribution poles;

6.

Electricity pole management in other jurisdictions; and

7.

Any other relevant matter.

In referencing these, we include information contained in the following;
This covering letter
Range of typical Rocla Concrete Poles
Submission to the 2003 Victorian Bushfire Inquiry
Since 1957 Rocla has designed, manufactured and supplied high strength spun concrete distribution and
transmission poles, supplying in excess of 16,000 poles per year. Our customers include most major
private and public electricity providers.
Queensland:

Ergon Energy
Energex
Powerlink

ACT:

ACTEW/AGL

Quality
Endorsed
Company

Rocla Ply Limited ABN 31 000032191 - Trading as Rocla Concrete Poles
A member of the Fletcher Building Group

!509001 Lic177
SAl Global

NSW:

Energy Australia
Integral Energy
Country Energy
Transgrid

Victoria:

Powercor
SPAusnet
Jemena

Northern Territory:

PAWA

Spun concrete poles have also been supplied on a project basis to contractors in South Australia and
Western Australia.
Rocla has developed expertise to design and manufacture spun concrete poles to specific service
requirements. The attached drawings show examples of a typical, but by no means definitive, range of
distribution and transmission poles.
Rocla Poles has two manufacturing facilities at Rockhampton in Queensland and Wodonga on the
Victorian/NSW border. Rocla Pipeline Products has precast manufacturing facilities in every capital city
including Kewdale in Perth. We are currently reviewing options within WA poles markets.
Spun concrete poles should be considered as a suitable alternative to timber transmission and
distribution poles based on its wide spread adoption throughout the world and most of Australia. High
strength and durable spun concrete poles are preferred by most utilities due to their predictable
serviceability performance. They reduce the probability of service outage during bushfires and eliminate
the possibility of pole failure due to natural events such as termite attack, rot or fire.
In normal environments concrete poles have a maintenance free service life of 100 years. (Ref:
AS4676:2000 Structural design requirements for utility service poles)
Also attached is an extract from our submission to the 2003 Victorian Bushfire Inquiry, in which we also
refer to the Ash Wednesday bushfires in 1983. After Ash Wednesday the State electricity Commission of
Victoria (SECV) adopted a non-combustible power pole policy. After the privatisation of the SECV this
policy was reversed. Since the 2003 Victorian bushfires, SP Ausnet and Powercor have implemented
bushfire guidelines including the use of non-combustible poles - predominantly high strength spun
concrete supplied by Rocla.
After severe bushfires in south east NSW and ACT in 2002 and 2003 Integral Energy adopted a noncombustible pole policy in bushfire prone areas. Most of the poles used by Integral are high strength spun
concrete poles supplied by Rocla.
To date there has been little interest in the use of spun concrete poles in Western Australia. Should
attitudes change, subject to forward commitments and acquisitions a high strength spun concrete pole
facility could be operating within 12 - 18 months.
We would welcome further opportunities to expand on this submission either personally or by further
substantiating documentation.

Yours sincerely

Ken Beattie
National Manager Rocla Concrete Poles
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Range of Typical Rocla Concrete Poles
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Submission to the 2003 Victrian Bushfire Inquiry
14th May 2003.

Victoria Bushfire Inquiry 2003
c/- GPO Box 4912VV
Melbourne 3001.
Attention:

Bruce Esplin
Emergency Services Commissioner.

SUBMISSION FOR THE BUSH FIRE INQUIRY 2002/03

In response to your call for submissions relating to the recent Victorian bushfires we are
pleased to forward to you our comments in relation to the Terms Of Reference, in
particular, Point 3 - recommendations for future infrastructure improvement.
The loss due to fire of many timber power distribution poles and the serious threat this
presents to essential services in affected areas prompts our submission. In addition to
the loss of power to community and emergency services, which may result in the loss of
property and life, the financial cost of power outages to business and residents is
considerable.
As manufacturers and suppliers of reinforced concrete power poles we have been
involved in investigations and research concerning the performance of our product in
extreme bushfire conditions, in particular Ash Wednesday - see appendix A. The
following comments are related to our recommendations, which appear at the end of
this submission.
LOSS OF TIMBER POWER POLES - VICTORIAN HIGH COUNTRY:

Electricity distributor, TXU has reported that the recent bushfires destroyed 166 timber
power poles and associated line equipment. In addition a number of fire damaged poles
still in service were to be inspected to assess their safety and reliability. The inspection
and replacement of these burnt and fire damaged poles will add an unnecessary cost
burden to the Utility company that ultimately must be met by the consumer. The
consumer, in effect, pays twice. It is well known from media reports at the time that due
to the loss of these poles and power lines, certain rural communities, such as Omeo,
were without electricity for some considerable time. Photographs showing the
destruction of some of these poles are attached in appendix B. Also contained are some
photographs showing pole conditions after the recent NSW bushfires.
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE:

The 1983 Ash Wednesday bushfires destroyed more than one thousand timber poles in
Victoria resulting in a major loss of valuable infrastructure and considerable disruption to
essential services. This event resulted in the former State Electricity Commission of
Victoria (SECV) changing its pole usage policy to minimise the drastic effects of future
bushfire events. Of significant note from this period was the fact that powerlines built on
non combustible reinforced concrete poles survived the fires wholly intact and
serviceable, resulting in either no disruption to community or services or much speedier
resumption of electricity supply.
POLE USAGE POLICY:

In the wake of the 1983 fires the SECV installed thousands of concrete poles
throughout Victoria with the aim of creating a maintenance free, fire proof, overhead
electricity distribution system. A major catalyst for this decision was the superior
performance of concrete poles installed in the fire prone areas, as mentioned above.
We believe that in the years since, the resulting large concrete pole population in
Victoria has contributed to the reliable performance of overhead powerlines in bushfire
conditions. As an example about 30 percent of TXU's total pole population is concrete
but this did not include the areas where the recent major fire damage was caused to
electricity infrastructure.
Since the sale of the SECV in 1995 / 96 pole usage policy has moved back toward the
cheaper but combustible timber product. But price is not the only driver of this policy.
The Office of the Regulator General has set onerous 'outage' conditions resulting in
significant financial penalties to the electricity distribution companies which would be the
most severe in Australia. These conditions take no account of the environmental
implications of the policy.
As a consequence CCA treated timber poles are now used for both replacements and
new projects in all the distributor's areas in Victoria, regardless of bushfire risk. This
policy has been introduced despite irrefutable evidence that the CCA chemicals used to
preserve the timber has an 'afterglow' or smouldering effect that sustains and increases
the likelihood of fires. Your attention is drawn to appendix C 'Flammability of CCA
Treated Timber Poles' an article published in the trade journal Power Transmission and
Distribution; February/March 2003.
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POWERLINES IN BUSHFIRE AREAS - SOUTH AUSTRALIA & N.S.W.

Besides the previous policies of the SECV other Australian utilities have either
legislated or regulated to protect the integrity of powerlines in fire prone areas. The
South Australian Electricity (General) Regulations 1997: Part 4 - Division 1 - "Aerial
Lines' contains the provision that "line construction in a bushfire risk area must be
suitable for the levels of hazard in the area". After the recent bushfires in the Sydney
area, electricity distributor Integral Energy has regulated that contractors use only non
combustible poles in areas designated high risk from bushfires.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE INQUIRY:

In light of the loss and damage inflicted on Victoria's power distribution infrastructure by
the recent bushfires, and by citing previous pole usage policy in high risk areas our
recommendations are as follows:
1.

That Victorian electricity distributors cease using combustible timber poles for
replacement structures and new projects in areas that are deemed to be at high risk
from bushfires.

2.

That in high-risk bushfire areas, powerlines be constructed from non-combustible power
poles that will withstand the ravages of fire and ensure an uninterrupted electricity
supply, which may be crucial for essential services and the fire fighting effort during
such periods.

3. That the Office of the Regulator General modify its policies in relation to outages to

reflect environmental factors that affect the performance of electricity distribution lines in
bushfire prone areas.

Thank you for the opportunity to address this vitally important matter. If either myself, or
any of the Rocla staff, can be of further assistance to the Inquiry we would be happy to
make our time available.

Yours truly,

K. R. Beattie
Manager Rocla Poles & Sleepers
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APPENDIX A

,

~.

140NIER ROCLA RESEARCH CENTRE
Laboratory Report No. 466

REFERENCE
CONCRETE POLES IN THE 1983 MACEDON BUSHFIRES

To inspect Monier Rocla concrete poles which had
been exposed to bushfires of varying severity, in
the Macedon area.

RESULTS
concrete poles in four areas around Macedon, Vic.,
were inspected for damage after the February bushfires.
(see sketch map).
No significant damage was observed, even in areas
subjected to severe fire storms (Area 4, Blackwood Road,
photos 7·~11).
By contrast, a timber pole within a few metres of one
pole was burnt out (Area 2, photos 4 & 5).
The only effect observed was isolated blistering of
some small areas of cement paste (5 to 10 rom in diameter
and about 1 rom in depth) above an aggregate particle
which lay close to the surface (see photos 2 & 3).
Air within the aggregate particle or an adjacent
void has expanded rapidly. spalling off the thin outer
laitanence layer. The resultant mark ,,,ill have no
detrimental effect on the pole's load carrying
capability or service life.

SIGNATUR~~

DATE

7 June 1983
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'l'imber Pole.

Timber Pole Tip.

4.

Area 2.

Timber Pole

Pole

Area 2.

An unmarked concrete pole ~-'J---'-'
to a burnt; oui: timber pole.
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North from Blackwood Road, oppc'si

pole 185.

Area 48.
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Area 48.

14.

The remains of a
timber t:ral1sformer
in the t,1acedol1
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APPENDIX B
FIRE DESTROYED TIMBER POLES - VICTORIA: 2003.

Burnt out staked CCA timber pole

Destroyed staked timber pole being replaced with concrete pole.
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Stockpile of destroyed timber poles.

Burnt out timber pole and downed powerlines.

Undamaged concrete pole
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FIRE DESTROYED TIMBER POLES: NSW BUSH FIRES 2002/03

Concrete pole contrasted with timber pole after fires

Burnt out and failed CCA timber pole
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Burnt out timber pole with emergency support to stop pole failure

Concrete pole line after bushfires
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APPENDIX C
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FLAMM BILITY OF
CCA TREATED TIMBER POLES
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The E,SJ Is fully aware of the
massive ongoing problems
created by the confinued
use of CCA treated poles.
Their use could be Justified
only on the grounds that
their Initial cost of purchase
is lower than available
olfemotlve solutions.
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CHEMtCAL IMPREGNATION
To extend the Ide of timber poles
impregnated with a variety of
commonly and typically CO'DP!~f-(ht(,m,~.
arsenic, or pigment
formulations,
In a '<i'PO',
the Murr\J'nbidge~ County
(Quodl on
chemioi treatment of
limber poles, to (ounteract rO! and insect

and the associateu (ostl, rt wa,
"the chemicals which are the most
effect've in their control ale al\'o the most

as

lOxic and el1vkonmenl~lIy unacceptable",
Chemicals are uled to extend rilE? timber

eCA t(,:-3:tmenllS b&iified m a numbet ot
tountfl2S. mOSI re\:(~·-ntly U) lSPd{),

ash

its

of

':CA lfJ!ated 1'01'$ aft•• bushlire damage,
j

LONG AERIAL CONDUCTORS,
01 greater risk signiii(anCe ale the
conductors - the loss of long aerial
(0f10I,lCl0r spans by bushfire brJrning-oul
their
SUP00f15, viz wood crossarm or
\0 restoration of electrioty supply
weeks ,f on rural ,ad'oi >y,li<ms without
access to distributed Of mDbile step-up
Bore <lerial conductor damage
observation, is
minimal un1(}SS
aeri,,1 conducter
I('ft (iose to
SUStained fUBI, such as fallen oWn ear the
ground for ;ome lime,

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
The ,ssue of sustainable development MePS
some inveslioaUol1. Timber poles have 11
variable life ~xpectancy of ap,proxirrl"l,"~
20 ' 30 years (;om"
:Enger. but they are in
supply,
lhe
,1')or", (Ommon I()w~( quality timbers need
,hemical tf"atmem to be Df $ervk~), The
tim!! p€riod
to (£:-p!ace thes~ tree~

"no

e,(~(!ds their
span as timber pole.
which is not tonsi Slem with the thecry of
s[main,,!)\!!
As a direCt msull

of this shortagt:,
etectrldty fndustry IS
n(hV using ""'ber of iesser quality than was
prQviously used twenty years ago and
comequently their life eXp/!(taf1cy has been
redu(eo, even though chemic,,! treelme"l
of limber is now widespread,
Wid", .orne authorities arB advocating

the use of
as a lut"re alternative,
research
Ihilt they are not a
r('aiistie option due \0 its low struc!!}f,,1
strength and la(\: of durability in tropical
and SUD-tropical dim5les,
Every tr~J: felled only supplies a straight
pele ;; proportion of its h<light The rest is
burnt or ch,piled, This i5 an unacceptable

w~Sle of a n.lU,,,! product whQl1 slJ1titble
mtdl"m~lde a!rernativt!S ar;? availabh:-,

is necessary and
why is Uw
still (hanging
poles per
While it is commonly accepted that
rot is a common form of physical
pol¢ top failure in timbN poles has
~Iso bl?en il concern llS lin<?smen have been
seriously injured working on limber pol",
111a: have snapped,
Unions are critical of the potential danger
their workers ar¢
exposed to when
h"ndling ve;)ted poles the field ilnd have
lobbied fOf alternatives to use in the future,

Difficulties 'h1th

eeA pol"" have ansen

when the pole, were not adequately
seasoned prior to impregnil\iOl1, Under
these circumstances there has been
inadequate penetration of the
by
the CCA salts and (racking
the pole
sapwood ;;Het erection allowing ,,(C11S$ to
fungus 01 termites to the unprotected
hf!arrwood, Cell. salts make the tlmba pole
more (Oflo'Ktive. which milkes the pole
more conducive to pole top fires,
(otlsldered to be- ~'non¥c(mduttive"
have been a number of cases of sev€re

ShO<KS from "live"" timb?r poies, when the
poles are saturated,
Electricity
guard against thiS
potential by
adopting a "safety
approach" procedure using a Modiew;)rk

THE CASE FOR CONCRETE POLES
~..1a.n)l

h;:!ve-

eJu!hOf;h1S Of
(OndU-Cfed StUdl(.7S into
(H"Y\o~rJ$ot)$

Tester, or by inserting a coach screw Into the

• Yhe use of r00(f2h?

timber pole and conducting a leaKage le,t
prior to wo<king on the pol!!,

tf0r1smission k<.::<ders

TOXfCWASTE
Working on CCA Uoawd poles that Mve
been damaged
fire pr€sen!$ p~rtiwlilr
probiems, The
information was
obt~ineP from a "safe wOfkmg practices'
document, "Working With CCA Poles"
Worker~ are recommended to use full
protective clothing in add'l,on to normal
~~'Hf."nl?l",

if the'e is a danger 01 ash
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S\\ldi~,
confirmedlhat while the initial
to,ts o! purchasing concrete poles exceetli;d
mat of timber poles. the {Os! savings after
erection and in the long-term were
significant. The (ompafisons often conclude
that, "the replacement C051 of. in service,
timber poles 1s the most signifi«lI'l\
parameter in ali cases as thiS ;s me COSl
again>t which the initia1 addition,,! capital is
compared". TherefOfe, the conclusion (an
be drawn that if a pole has to be replaced in
me lifetime of the project, 11 mOfe
permanent structure should be used.
A fllJmber of concrete poles 'l;ere rCCp.fll!y
m(overed aher 30 years of service and 'NeIll
sectioned and examined. Results showed
thil! 11'4"n with minimum cover of coneret!!
to steel on thE! inside of the pole there was
no evidence of corrosion.
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HIGH STRENGTH TO WEIGHT RATIO
A key factor in choosing 51!!el poles was 1M

high strength to w(!ight ratio of steel. This,
combined ,vitl1 the durability and toughness
of the hot dip gahlani$ed mating, allowed
for a tough, lightweight solution to be
delivered to site. The spedal qualities of hoI
dip galvanising ensure that the pole and its
C01Jling are resi,t;;n! to bushffre damage.
The (ase for nOIHombuslab!e poles was
RESISTANCE TO UGHTN1NG
amply demonstrat<!d by the damaged poles
Conaete po!es halle an exct!Uent record of at Putty: the wooden tops and {lOSS-ilfmS
resistanca to lightning str'kes. This nil; been had be-en burnt out, hut the bolts, tie wires,
verified and documented in the Sydney conductors ilnd porcelain insulators
County Coundl Electrical Test Report {no: appe<lfi~d visually undamag<!d. Perhaps ell"n
63526 • April !lB}, Unl1ke concrete poles, gmaler, however. is the potent,al for easy
many timber poles are destroyed by upgrades to the ioffilsttl)(IUfll'
lightning striK11S prior to and after
CONDUCTIVITY
eMrghing.
The main {onc~n people have with steel at
PRECAST ffmNGS
lirst is conductivi\'f. but it is flot a problem.
Concrete poles fOt transformers, switcnes or It is simply a matt!!r of dl?5igning the system
meten may nave a large number of precast to suit the characteristics of a more
fittinss 'buHI In', making assembly and (onductive pole. Fo! those who remain
erection in me field a very fast, 'meWloo {Ollo.\rlll,d, tile South Australian poles show
that in not a problem. A more recent
like' operotlon.
example of the move away {tom wooden
ENGINEERED DESIGN
poles is in Victoria wheH~ since Ash
StrlJcturaUy engineered. conuete poles are Wednesday they have modified the netwoJi.:.
designed to meet the relevant codes to suit Steells half the weight of a wooden
siredfkelly developed to ensure structures pole. When you 90 for a modular design,
ale durable and can stand up to Australia's the pole can be transported in even smaller
varied environment. Records show that llnd tighter pieces. Nor do you n~ big
poles Installed in Germany in 1922 are stU! cranes to eroo mem. That repte5(;nts a cost
'in servit,,' with no signs of deterioration.
saving as \'.tell as a very dear practical
Their durability is well understood and it ,s advantage. 'The modular steel poles a1(~ I1g01
now possible for design !!ngineers to design enough to even ailow for human carrying.
mnere!e poles to suit any naturaUy and you can stand the lower sections
occurring environment, for any nominated without the nt-ed for machinery.
,eM,e Me. Availability of a broad range of
poles is one of the most critical advantages MAINTAIN ElECTRICITY SUPPLY
of (011((11Ie.
Survival of a pole in a lAJshfire 1s crucial, not
just to avoid f~p\acement cost, but to
THE CASE FOR STEEL POLES
maintain electricity supply for the fire
EnergyAusltalia ;$ tflalling a modular fighting effort, Power poles are more likely
galvanised steel pole (jointly developed by to be the victim of a bushfire than the (l)tJse
togal in N~stle and BtlP Steel in Port of it. At the same time. a reliable power
Kemblal on its high voltage 22kV supply is vital for operating pumps to
infrastructurE! in thl! remote Putty area of rnaxi,'l'Ijse the fire 1Jghting effort 00 an fronts.
NSW. The poles have been instaHed to
replace Il number of wooden poles carrying CONClUSION
high voltage electricity which had burnt in The advantage of the: modular system is that
the bushfires which deva!rtaled much of yoo tan come bacK "mJ change the top part
N$W last Christmas. fnergyAustralia has of the pele l! you flOOd to. Even though ihe
opted for tightwl!tght modular ga!vanised initial installation is f!!latiwly easy with the
steel poles with galvanlsed steel cross-arms, steel poles It is. even ~ 10 upgtiKl!! if yoo
fitted Wilh 33W glasyporcelain inwlators (an kt.'ep the eri$!ing ba5e. You Ciln make
for lighting impulse compensation.
them lall!!r. shoner. whatever is needOO. ..
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